This paper proposes a new methodology to investigate the nonnormality of stock returns, such as to do with what insights emerge from making use of the Mixture of Distribution Hypothesis. Typically, researchers check for non-normality using standardized residuals of GARCH, Jarque-Bera test or by making use of the built-in functions for descriptive statistics offered by various software. The major limitation of the above-mentioned methods is that those methods work under the assumption of parameters being constant over the time period under study. We propose a new method, called the K-month analysis to overcome the limitation due to this unrealistic assumption. This method is tested using data from five different stock indices. What we find is that in general, when parameters are held constant over a longer period, the kurtosis becomes increasingly significant indicating that the long term stock returns are not normally distributed but remain a mixture of normal.
INTRODUCTION
The motivation behind this paper is the basic idea provided by the earlier researches that the stock price changes are independently and identically distributed but does not follow normal distribution through the capital asset pricing models makes an important underlying assumption of normality of stock returns.
In general the kurtotic nature of the distribution is analyzed by finding the kurtosis of the entire sample under study. However, we make use of the insights that emerge from mixture of distribution hypothesis to study the kurtotic nature of distribution of long term stock returns. This paper is an investigation into the non-normality of stock returns, such as to do with what insights emerge from making use of the Mixture of Distribution Hypothesis.
Typically, researchers check for non-normality using standardized residual of GARCH. This method could be misleading in the sense that the distribution of standard residuals depend heavily on the specification of the model. Other prominent methods to analyze the presence of non-normality are to rely on a set of descriptive statistics like mean, skewness, kurtosis, Jarque-Bera statistic etc. which could be derived using software such as E-Views. The limitation of depending on these statistics to check for deviation from normality is that all these methods consider the parameters constant over the entire sample period. This assumption of parameters being constant over the time period under study is unrealistic. Therefore, deviance from normality has to be checked under the conditions where the parameters are not held constant throughout the sample period.
We propose a new method to check the normality of the distribution. The technique is k-month analysis in which the parameters are considered constant over a k-month window with k ranging from 1,2,3,6,12..60 and whole sample period. The skewness, kurtosis as well as standard deviation of skewness and kurtosis for Indices is generated for each k-month window. Indices considered for the study are Nify (India), CAC (France), DAX (Germany), S&P 500 (U.S.A) and FTSE100 (U.K). We observe that for all indices under study, the skewness is negative through-out the k-month window and for the whole sample and values of skewness are not statistically significant. Interestingly t-statistic for kurtosis (for all indices) is negative and significant for 1 month window. It remains insignificant for k = 2, 3 and gradually become increasingly significant as the parameters are allowed to be restricted over a longer period.
The analysis is explained in detail in following sections. Section 2 contains review of Literature. Section 3 consists of methodology, which consists of sub-sections 3.1, 3.2 which explains the theory, hypotheses respectively. The empirical analysis is described in Section 4 with sub-sections 4.1 containing data and analysis and 4.2 with empirical findings. Concluding remarks are incorporated in Section 5.
LITERATURE REVIEW
Prediction and distribution of stock returns are two important areas that have induced a large amount of research. Researches since early 1960s have pointed out that distribution of stock returns has bigger tails than a normal distribution (Fama, 1965; Mandelbrot, 1963; Mandelbrot and Taylor, 1967) . Although financial theory rests heavily on the assumption of normality, series of daily stock returns display significant deviations from normality. A detailed analysis by Officer (1972) shows that the distributions appear to be "fat-tailed" when compared to the normal distribution. In addition, a number of properties that are not consistent with the stable hypothesis were observed. Mills (1995) provides an empirical analysis of the distribution of daily returns of the three London Stock Exchange indices in which empirical densities are fitted to each of the return distributions before their shapes are studied using Tukey's g-and h-distributions. The returns are characterized by highly non-Gaussian behavior. That is to say, the distributions are both skewed and extremely kurtotic.
The kurtotic nature of distribution of daily price changes can be well explained by Mixture of Distribution Hypothesis. Clark (1973) proposed the mixture of normal distributions to model the distribution of daily security prices. A study of the mixture of distributions hypothesis using transactions data has been carried out by Harris (1987) by assuming that the transactions take place at a uniform rate within a given time interval. Richardson and Smith (1994) proposed a direct test for the Mixture of Distributions Hypothesis for stock returns. It provides a framework in which the model's bivariate conditional normality can be tested under relatively weak assumptions regarding the daily flow of information. In particular, important parameters governing the distribution of information flow that cannot be observed are obtained. Linden (2001) developed a simple model of stock market returns in the context of Mixture of Distribution Hypothesis. The basic assumption of his study was that conditional return distribution is normal distribution for a stock i.e., Unconditional return distribution suffers from potential non-normality.
In this paper our focus is to analyze the non-normality of the distribution of stock returns making use of the insights emerging from the Mixture of Distribution Hypothesis.
METHODOLOGY

Theory
To investigate the non-normality of stock returns, we make use of the Mixture of Distribution Hypothesis.
Mixture of Distribution Hypothesis says that unconditionally, the returns on stock follows a mixture of normal distributions.
For a given variance, say σ 2 t which is observed during time period 't', the stock returns follow normal distribution with mean zero and variance σ In equation (1), Zt is independently and identically distributed ~ N(0,1) Yt itself is random. Now, Consider the skewness of rt,
The Kurtosis of rt is defined as,
Considering equations (1), (2) and (3), it can be concluded that  Conditionally rt│Yt ~ N (0, Yt ).  Unconditionally rt = Zt √ Yt, ie. rt follows mixture of normal distributions.  Skewness of the series of stock returns would not be significantly different from zero.  The sample kurtosis would be greater than or equal to 3 except when, variance of variance ( var (Yt) ) is zero.
The k-month analysis
We propose a new procedure called k-month analysis to check for non-normality. Data is analyzed over k-month window ranging from 1,2,3,6,12,24…60..full sample is considered where the parameters are held constant within each k-month window. That is to say, when k = 1, we hold the parameters constant over a month which means the parameters are allowed to change after every kmonth.
The formula for skewness and kurtosis (equations 2 & 3) holds the population. To use it effectively for the sample, we use the bootstrap technique in MATLAB. We consider 1000 bootstrap duplications of the sample with replacement. Using this method, we are able to generate random samples with same sample-size using random sampling with replacement. We generate 1000 random samples from the existing sample. The skewness and kurtosis for each sample generated is computed using k-month analysis. This technique enables us to observe the actual mean (for k-month), standard deviation (for k-month), naïve standard error (standard deviation/√total number of months) bootstrap mean and bootstrap standard error, t-statistic with respect to 0 and bootstrap means for skewness and kurtosis respectively. The bootstrap procedure helps to obtain reliable standard errors based on the finite sample distribution of the test statistics. This makes the procedure robust.
Hypotheses
The stock returns are calculated using the following formula.
rt = log (closing price at day t) -log (closing price at day t-1)
We make use of the k-month analysis (explained in Section 4.2) to investigate the non-normality of the series of stock returns by finding skewness and kurtosis over a k-month window with k ranging from 1,2,3,6,12..60 and whole sample period.
We have 2 hypotheses to test for normality of the stock returns. 
EMPIRICAL ANALYSIS
Data
Daily data of stock indices such as NIFTY, CAC, DAX, S&P500, FTSE100 from Jan 1996 to April 2015 is used. Log returns for the period are calculated using the closing price which is used for the study.
Analysis
We use the k-month analysis to check for non-normality. In this method, skewness and kurtosis are analyzed over k-month moving window ranging from 1,2,3,6,12,24…60..full sample is considered. The parameters are held constant within each k-month window.
Analyzing kurtosis for the entire sample may not provide evidence for deviation from normality but analyzing k-month window and slowly progressing to the full sample, helps understand the behavior of data better. Hence to test for non-normality this procedure is efficient relative to analysis of kurtosis of the full sample.
The skewness, kurtosis as well as standard deviation of skewness and kurtosis for each index is generated for each k-month window. To test the hypothesis stated in Section 3.2, we undertake ttests, with the size of the test being α = 5%.
Empirical findings
The output of the analysis is summarized in the following tables. Each has four columns that represent k-month, time series means standard error and t-statistic. Table 1 to Table 5 contains output of k-month analysis of skewness whereas Table 6 to Table 10 contains output of k-month analysis of kurtosis for Nifty, CAC, DAX, S&P 500 and FTSE 100 respectively. Table 5: This table displays the k-month, time series mean skewness , standard error and tstatistic during the k-month window ranging from 1,2,3,6,12,24…60..full sample (Jan 1996 to April 2015) of FTSE100 Index.
It can be observed that for all indices, the skewness is negative through-out the k-month window and for the whole sample. The values of t-statistic are not statistically significant at 95% confidence interval, therefore we do not reject the null hypothesis of actual skewness being zero. This result is in agreement with the theoretical value of skewness (Section 3.1) derived using the Mixture of Distribution Hypothesis. Therefore, the value of skewness does not indicate any deviation from normality. However, a conclusion cannot be arrived at without looking into the results of K-month analysis of kurtosis. Excess kurtosis for all indices is negative and significant for k-month equal to one. However the value of kurtosis remains insignificant for k-month = 2,3 and gradually become increasingly significant. In case of Nifty and DAX for k-month ≥ 6 (refer Table 6 and Table 8 ), the t-statistic is significant indicating that Hypothesis II (Section 3.2) can be rejected with 95% confidence interval. The t-statistic is significant from k-month ≥ 12 for CAC (refer Table 7 ) which provides evidence for non-normality. For S&P500 and FTSE100, Hypothesis II (Section 3.2) can be rejected for k-month ≥ 24 (refer Table 9 and Table 10 ). We find that when the parameters are held constant over a longer period, t-statistic becomes significant. Therefore the distribution of stock distribution exhibits excess kurtosis which indicates non-normality.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have undertaken a study of the non-normality stock returns in the Indian stock market as well as stock returns in developed markets like France, Germany, U.S.A and U.K using the insights from the Mixture of Distribution Hypothesis. We proposed a new procedure called kmonth analysis in which we measure the skewness and kurtosis of the long-term stock returns over a k-month window ranging from 1,2,3,6,12,24…60..full sample, where the parameters are held constant within each k-month window. What we find is that in general, when parameters are held constant over longer period, the kurtosis becomes increasingly significant. In particular for k-month ≥ 6, the series of long-term returns of Nifty and DAX is leptokurtic, indicating non-normality. Whereas the point at which long-term returns exhibit deviation from normality is k ≥ 12 for CAC and k ≥ 24 for S&P500 and FTSE100. However, the value of skewness for the series of long-term stock returns is insignificant over the k-month window and full sample (for all indices). Considering the leptokurtic nature of the distribution of long-term stock returns we can say that long-term returns are not normally distributed but remain a mixture of normals.
